WIAA State Boys Team Tennis Tournament
Friday, June 25, 2021
Menard Tennis Center, Eau Claire, WI

QUARTERFINAL

#3 Marquette (21-3), 7 vs. #6 Madison Memorial (11-3), 0

Singles
Flight 1: Noah White, M defeated Gokul Kamath, MM, 6-2, 6-0
Flight 2: Graham Kunick, M defeated Juan Gallego, MM, 7-5, 6-7(5), (2)
Flight 3: Joe Malloy, M defeated Simon Kaldor, MM, 6-0, 6-0
Flight 4: Aidan Ferber, M defeated Sam Weimbach, MM, 2-0, 2-0

Doubles
Flight 1: Sam Marshall/Lincoln Marshall, M defeated Spencer Frey/Sanjay Mathur, MM, 6-3, 6-2
Flight 2: Jack Keller/Daniel Egelhoff, M defeted Jeffrey Li/Victor Nguyen, MM, 6-4, 6-1
Flight 3: Will Young/Charlie Keller, M defeated Daniel Jing/Michael Yao, MM, 6-1, 6-3